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GAMES AND GAMING MACHINES HAVING
WHEEL FEATURES
RELATED APPLICATION DATA

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Application No. 61/335,641, filed Jan. 7, 2010.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention relates to wheel-type features
for games and gaming machines.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0003 Various gaming machines and games include spin
ning wheel features. The wheel features may comprise a
physical rotating reel or a video representation of a wheel.
Because spinning reels have such great appeal, various gam
ing machines and wagering games have been developed
which include such a feature.

0004 Relative to gaming machines, the most common
implementation of a spinning wheel is a bonus wheel feature.
In this implementation, a gaming machine is configured to
present a base game. Such a game might comprise a slot
game. The slot game may have various winning outcomes
with associated base awards. Certain outcomes may trigger
activation of a bonus or secondary wheel. The bonus wheel
may offer a bonus award in addition to a base award. Gener
ally, the bonus wheel has a plurality of spaces or "slices', each
of which bears a potential bonus award. The wheel spins and
randomly stops at one of the spaces, thus resulting in a ran
domly selected bonus award for the player.
0005 Game players continually seek new and exciting
games. These games peak player interest, and thus also
increase revenue for casinos. Thus, while existing spinning
wheel game features are popular, they are old and not as
exciting as they might be.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0006. The invention comprises wheel features or events
particularly Suited for use with gaming machines and games.
In one embodiment, the wheel features or events of the inven

tion comprise wagering games, bonus events or are used to
represent game outcomes.

0007. The wheel features or events may be represented by
the video display of wheel events or by use of mechanical
and/or electro-mechanical wheels. For example, a gaming
machine might include one or more displays for displaying a
base game, such as a main video display or reels. The gaming
machine might also include a secondary video display for
displaying wheel events and/or a physical wheel.
0008. The wheel events of the invention have various
forms. Wheels may be used in various manners to display
outcomes, such as credit awards. One or more wheels might
bear various indicia or symbols, such as credit awards, mul
tipliers, free spins, free games, jackpot wins or the like. The
configuration of the wheel may vary, including during play. In
addition, the symbols or awards may vary, including during
play.
0009 Various wheel features comprise use of multiple
wheels or embedded wheels.

0010. In a preferred embodiment, the wheel features are
used as an entertaining display of all or part of an outcome of
a bingo game. One or more bingo game outcomes are desig
nated as winning outcomes. At least one winning outcome

might comprise a game-ending winning outcome. At least
one winning outcome may be an interim winning outcome,
meaning that it does not end the game. The winning outcomes
may comprise bingo card matching patterns. One or more
awards may be associated with the winning outcomes, such as
a number of credits. The winning outcomes and associated
awards may be defined by a pay table for the bingo game. In
one embodiment, a winning outcome may be represented
wholly or in part by a wheel event.
0011. The game may be implemented via an electronic
gaming machine. Such as in a gaming System including gam
ing machines linked to a central server. In Such embodiments,
bingo cards may be electronically displayed. However, the
game might be implemented utilizing printed bingo cards.
Further, principles of the invention may be applied to other
gameS.

0012. Further objects, features, and advantages of the
present invention over the prior art will become apparent from
the detailed description which follows, when considered with
the figures provided herein.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0013 FIG. 1 illustrates gaming machines and a gaming
system which may comprise an environment in which wheel
features of the invention may be implemented; and
0014 FIGS. 2-6 illustrate various wheel events or features
in accordance with the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0015. In the following description, numerous specific
details are set forth in order to provide a more thorough
description of the present invention. It will be apparent, how
ever, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be
practiced without these specific details. In other instances,
well-known features have not been described in detail so as
not to obscure the invention.

0016. In general, the invention comprises wheel events or
features and methods of game play ("games') and gaming
machines including such wheel events or features. The wheel
events or features have applicability to various games and
gaming machines. In one preferred embodiment, a wheel
event or feature is used as an indicator or representation of a
bingo game outcome or win.
0017 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a gaming
machine or device 100 which may be configured to include or
presenta wheel event or feature of the invention and at which
a game having a wheel event or feature may be implemented.
The gaming machine 100 might be located in various envi
ronments, such as a casino.

0018. In one embodiment, the gaming machine 100
defines a generally enclosed interior space for housing one or
more components. As illustrated, the gaming machine 100
generally comprises a housing or cabinet 102 for Supporting
and/or enclosing various components required for operation
of the gaming machine. In the embodiment illustrated, the
housing 102 includes a door located at a front thereof, the
door capable of being moved between an open position which
allows access to the interior, and a closed position in which
access to the interior is generally prevented. The configura
tion of the gaming machine 100 may vary. In the embodiment
illustrated, the gaming machine 100 has an “upright’ configu
ration. However, the gaming machine 100 could have other
configurations, shapes or dimensions (such as being of a
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“slant'-type, “bar-top' or other configuration as is well
known to those of skill in the art).
0019. The gaming machine 100 preferably includes at
least one display device 104 configured to display game infor
mation. The display device 104 may be a mechanical, electro
mechanical or electronic display, such as one or more rotating
reels, a video display or the like. When the display device 104
is an electronic video display, it may comprise a cathode ray
tube (CRT), high resolution flat panel liquid crystal display
(LCD), projection LCD, plasma display, field emission dis
play, digital micro-minor display (DMD), digital light pro
cessing display (DLP), LCD touchscreen, a light emitting
display (LED) or other suitable displays now known or later
developed, in a variety of resolutions, sizes and formats (e.g.
4:3, widescreen or the like). The display 104 may be capable
of projecting or displaying a wide variety of information,
including images, symbols and other indicia or information
associated with game play, game promotion or other events.
As detailed below, the gaming machine 100 may include one
or more second or secondary display devices. Such might be
associated with the housing or cabinet 102 with the main
display device 104, or be associated with a top box or the like,
as illustrated in FIG. 1.

0020. The gaming machine 100 may be configured to
present a wide variety of games. In a preferred embodiment,
the game may be a bingo orbingo-based game. However, the
games might be other types of games such as, but not limited
to, Class III type games such as slot games and video poker
games, or other Class II type games Such as pull-tab games,
lotto or instant lottery style games. In one embodiment, cer
tain game outcomes may be designated as winning outcomes.
Prizes or awards may be provided for winning outcomes. Such
as monetary payments (or representations thereof. Such as
prize of credits), or the like. As detailed below, one or more of
the awards may have certain characteristics or features.
0021. The gaming machine 100 also preferably includes
one or more player input devices 108 (such as input buttons,
plunger mechanisms, a touch-screen display, joystick, touch
pad or the like) that may be utilized by the player to facilitate
game play. Also included in the player input devices 108 is a
means for accepting monetary value. As illustrated in FIG. 1,
a coin accepting mechanism 112 may be provided for accept
ing coins and a currency or bill acceptor 114 may be provided
for accepting cash or paper currency, or a ticket reader may be
provided for accepting and reading tickets or other represen
tations of cash or currency. It is contemplated that other
mechanisms may be provided for accepting a payment. Such
as credit card, ticket readers or input devices whereby a player
may have funds paid from a remote account.
0022. In one preferred embodiment, the gaming machine
100 includes a microprocessor or controller (not shown) for
controlling the gaming machine, including receiving player
input and sending output signals for controlling the various
components of the machine 100 (Such as generating game
information for display by the display 104). The controller
may be arranged to receive input such as a purchase/bet signal
when a purchase?bet button is depressed, and a currency insert
signal when a player inserts bills or coins. The controller may
be arranged to send signals for determining winning combi
nations, for causing the coin hopper/dispenser to pay win
nings, and to cause the display to display winning amount
information. In addition, the controller is preferably arranged
to determine if a round of game play has resulted in a win, and
if so, the prize to be awarded to the player for that win.

0023 The controller may be configured to execute
machine readable code or “software' or otherwise process
information, such as obtained from a remote server. Software

or other instructions may be stored on a memory or data
storage device. The memory may also store other informa
tion, Such as pay table information. The gaming machine 100
may also include one or more random number generators for
generating random numbers for generating random game
outcomes, or such might be located remotely. For example, if
the gaming machine 100 is a stand-alone machine configured
to present a slot game or a video poker game, the random
number generator(s) might be located at the machine. How
ever, if the gaming machine 100 is used to present server
based or networked games, such as bingo games, the random
number generator(s) might be located at the server.
0024. In operation, the player may initiate game play by
providing value. In the case of a bingo game, this may com
prise purchasing one or more bingo cards. In other types of
games, this may comprise placing a wager. The purchase or
wager is made by activating one of the player input devices
108 such as a one credit button 116 which places a single
credit purchase or wager or a max credit button 118 which
places a maximum purchase or wager for that round of game
play. The maximum purchase or wager is commonly defined
as playing or betting an amount comprising a multiple of the
value of a single purchase or wager up to a predefined upper
purchase or bet limit or threshold. When the player actuates
either the one credit button 116 or the max credit button 118,
a wager is placed or purchase is made in that amount and the
player's credit base is decreased by the number of credits
wagered. The player's remaining credit base is typically dis
played to the player by way of the display device 104. Upon
making a purchase or placing a wager, the game may begin
automatically or the player may join a game already in
progress, or the player may initiate the game by activating
another player input device, upon which the gaming machine
100 presents one or more game elements which are used to
determine if the player has received a winning combination.
0025. The gaming machine 100 generally includes a
means for awarding a player a prize or winnings accumulated
during game play. When a player obtains a winning outcome,
the player is preferably paid prizes or awards in the form of
stored credits, the amount of which is indicated to the player
on the display 104. A "cash out” button may be provided for
permitting a player to be paid the winnings or redeeming any
credits initially paid into the gaming machine 100. The term
"cash out” is used herein to define an event initiated by the
player wherein the player receives a number of coins or cur
rency that is equivalent to the value of the player's accrued
credit base.

0026. Typically when a player cashes out, the gaming
machine 100 is configured to dispense a media or Voucher,
Such as via a printer 114, which represents the cash-out value.
The player may utilize this Voucher at other gaming machines
or convert the voucher to currency, such as at a cashier's
station. However, depending upon the configuration of the
gaming machine 100, the player might receive a cash or coin
disbursement. For example, the gaming machine 100 might
be configured to activate a coin hopper or coin handling
device (not shown) which physically counts and delivers the
proper number of coins to the player. The coin handling
device is commonly configured to transport coins from a
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Supply source (hopper or bin filled with coins) to a coin tray
124 or payout receptacle where the player physically receives
the coins.

0027. As indicated above, the gaming machine 100 may
be configured as a stand-alone device. Such as when the
machine is configured to present a slot game or a video poker
game. In other instances, however, the gaming machine 100
may be a server-based or networked machine. For example,
the gaming machine 100 may be configured to obtain game
code or game outcome information from a remote server. The
gaming machine 100 may also communicate with a remote
accounting server and/or player tracking server, as is well
known in the art. As indicated below, a preferred embodiment
of the invention is a bingo game which involves two or more
players. In Such a game, each player may play the bingo game
on a different gaming machine 100. Each gaming machine
100 may communicate with a central server 130. The central
server 130 may generate game information which is provided
to the gaming machines 100 which are in communication
therewith.

0028. It will be appreciated that the gaming machine and
system described and illustrated in FIG. 1 is only exemplary
of an environment for a game of the invention. For example,
it is possible to implement the wheel events or features via
other types of gaming devices, such as hand-held devices and
computing devices such as home and laptop computers,
including in an on-line, web-based environment. It is also
possible to implement the game in non-electronic environ
ments. For example, relative to a bingo game, physical
printed cards could be distributed to players.
0029. In accordance with the invention, the gaming
machine 100 may be configured to implement or include a
wheel event or feature. The wheel event may be presented in
various manners. In one embodiment, the gaming machine
100 may include one or more physical wheels, or it might be
configured to display a video or electronic representation
thereof, either via the main display or one or more secondary
Video displays. For example, the gaming machine 100 might
include the main display 104. Such as for displaying bingo
game information. The gaming machine 100 might also
include a wheel or a second video display for displaying a
video representation of a wheel. As illustrated in FIG. 1, such
a secondary video display might be located in a top box,
whereby main game information is shown on the main dis
play 104 and the wheel event is shown via the top box display.
In another configuration, the main display 104 of the gaming
machine 100 might be configured to display main game infor
mation, such as bingo game information, and at one or more
times, a video representation of one or more wheels.
0030. In the description below, various wheel events or
features will be described primarily with reference to a video
representation or implementation. It will be appreciated,
however, that various of the features thereof may be imple
mented in a mechanical or electro-mechanical wheel format.

0031. In one embodiment of the invention, as illustrated in
FIG. 2A, one or more wheels are used to indicate one or more

awards. For example, a wheel W might be divided into a
plurality of segments or spaces S. The number and shape of
those spaces S may vary. Preferably, the outcome of a wheel
event is the selection of one or more of the spaces and an
award associated therewith. Preferably, the selection is illus
trated or represented by motion or movement and then the
cessation of such motion or movement. For example, a selec
tion event might comprise the wheel spinning and then stop

ping relative to a pointer P as indicated in FIG. 2A, or the
movement and then stopping of a pointer P relative to the
wheel Was illustrated in FIG. 2B (the pointer might comprise
a physical element or displayed element, and might also
comprise highlighting or other manner of displaying a
selected segment). The segment which aligns with the pointer
when the wheel or pointer stops moving may be deemed to be
a selected segment. In some embodiments, more than one
segment may be selected. Of course, when the wheel is a
video representation, the movement of the wheel, pointer or
the like is represented graphically via the video display.
0032. At one or more times, the segments of the wheel
preferably bear one or more indicia or symbols. The indicia or
symbols are preferably used to designate various awards, as
detailed below. The awards might be displayed directly or
might be indicated by reference. For example, awards might
comprise credit or win values (such as 2 credits, 500 credits,
etc.); jackpot symbols; multiplier values; additional free spins
of the wheel(s); one or more free games (for play of the base
game); or other cash, prizes, etc.
0033. One wheel feature of the invention comprises the
use of wheels having different associated values. The values
may vary depending upon various criteria. For example, a
player playing a wagering game might be permitted to place
wagers of varying amounts. Depending upon the amount
wagered, the wheel used in a wheel event or feature compris
ing the game or associated with the game, might vary. In one
embodiment, the values associated with segments or portions
of each wheel might vary depending upon the amount
wagered. As one example, for wagers of a first amount or
range of amounts, a wheel might have segments displaying
win values of 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., as illustrated in FIG. 3A. For

wagers of a second amount or range of amounts higher than
the first amount, a wheel might have segments displaying
larger win values, such as 10, 15, 20, etc., as illustrated in FIG.
3B. In this manner, a player is enticed to place a larger wager,
knowing that in Such instances the awards associated with the
wheel(s) will be higher.
0034. As indicated, a wheel event outcome might simply
result in the indication of a credit win or award. Such an

outcome might entitle the player to an award of the number of
credits indicated.

0035. A wheel event outcome might result in a credit win
or award with a bonus multiplier. The bonus multiplier might
be indicated in various fashions. For example, the bonus
multiplier might be indicated by a secondary value, such as a
number of credits wagered or the like, as illustrated in FIG.
4A. The bonus multiplier might also be indicated by a second
spin of the wheel or by a multiplier value revealed under the
credit win of the original wheel spin, as illustrated in FIG. 4B.
The bonus multiplier might also be indicated by a spin of one
or more secondary wheels. For example, a credit win of 1000
credits might be multiplied by a multiplier value of 4 (4x) for
a total award of 4000 credits. It is also possible to use multiple
multipliers (such as a first multiplier which multiplies an
original credit win, which is then multiplied by a second
multiplier).
0036. As illustrated in FIG. 3B, a wheel event outcome
might result in an award of a jackpot. For example, a game or
gaming system might offer a jackpot of a fixed value or a
varying (progressive) value. A wheel might include one or
more spaces designating a jackpot win. In the event one of
those spaces is selected, the corresponding jackpot may be
awarded to the player, as illustrated in FIG. 3A.
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0037. A wheel event outcome might result in an award of
additional wheel spins. For example, the wheel event out
come might comprise selection of a space or segment indi
cating “10 spins’. The player may then have the opportunity
to spin the wheel 10 more times for additional awards.
0038 A wheel event outcome might result in an award of
free games or free games with multiplier values. As detailed
below, a wheel feature might be associated with a main or
base game that offers awards for winning outcomes. In the
event the wheel feature is activated and a player obtains a free
game outcome, the player may be permitted to play the main
or base game the number of times indicated without having to
place a wager and with the opportunity for winning outcomes
of that main or base game. In the event the award includes a
multiplier value, awards of the main or base game for Such
free games may be multiplied by the multiplier value, thus
enhancing the total awards.
0039. In one embodiment, a wheel event might resultan
award of one or more free/bonus games or spins where the
multiplier increases. For example, a player might be awarded
free games or spins of an underlying slot game where all
winning awards for a first free/bonus game are multiplied by
lx, the awards for a second game are multiplied by 2x and so
on. The number of free/bonus games might be indicated to a
player at the time they are won or the player might continue
playing until a termination symbol is displayed. Such a fea
ture may be applied to free/bonus wheel spins, where credit
awards are multiplied for each free/bonus spin in increasing
Succession.

0040. One or more wheel events or features might include
multiple wheels. The wheels might be separate or might be
embedded. For example, a wheel feature might comprise a
first wheel and a second wheel. The first and second wheels

may be displayed and/or activated at the same or different
times. In one embodiment, the first and second wheels might
be used together to define an award. For example, a first wheel
might spin to indicate a credit award, Such as 100 credits. A
second wheel might spin to indicate a multiplier value. Such
as 4x. Of course, three or more wheels might also be used in
Such situations.

0041. In another embodiment, a player might be permitted
to select one or more wheels to spin from a set of wheels. For
example, a player might select a particular wheel to spin from
a set of two or more wheels. In Such a configuration, one or
more spaces or segments of the wheels might be blank or
display symbols or other indicia which do not disclose some
or all of the potential awards associated with that wheel.
Alternatively, the wheels might display varying awards. For
example, a first wheel might display credit values like 2, 4, 6,
and 1000 credits, while the second reel displayed values like
50, 100, 150, 200 credits. The player then must elect to spin
the first wheel for a chance to win 1000 credits, but at the same

time risk receiving a low award, or elect to spin the second
reel without the chance to win a very high award, but with a
guarantee of winning at least 50 credits. In one embodiment,
the outcome of a player selected wheel might affect other
wheels. For example, a player might select one wheel which
has an outcome of a multiplier. This might cause the other
initially non-selected wheel or wheels to be visible or be used
to generate a credit value that is multiplied by the multiplier
value.

0042. In one embodiment, a central wheel and/or central
pointer may be used to designate outcomes of one or more
other wheels. In a first example, a number of pointers may be

centrally located between two or more wheels. The pointers
may rotate and point outwardly towards the wheels or the
wheels may rotate relative to the pointers. The positions of the
pointers may designate outcomes of spins of those wheels, as
illustrated in FIG.5. In a second example, a central wheel may
have one or more pointers that designate outcomes of that
wheel and one or more wheels located adjacent the central
wheel. A single spin may then designate outcomes of all of the
wheels.

0043. In one embodiment, multiple wheels may be
embedded, as illustrated in FIG. 6. For example, the wheels
may be represented as concentric areas about a central area.
The various wheel areas may rotate. Such as relative to one
another, including at different speeds and/or directions. Each
wheel area may have a plurality of segments containing one or
more indicia, Such as awards, symbols, etc. The number of
segments of the wheel areas may vary. For example, an inte
rior wheel area might have 4 segments, while a middle area
might have 8 segments, and an outer area might have 12
segments. The types of awards or symbols associated with the
wheel areas might vary. For example, an interior area might
designate multipliers and an outer area might designate a
credit award. Various wheel selection features may be utilized
with such an embedded wheel. For example, the concentric
wheel areas could spin relative to a single pointer, as illus
trated in FIG. 6 (and they could spin the in same direction or
in different directions from one another). One or more central
pointers could move relative to the wheel areas, such as where
one pointer is provided relative to each of the areas.
0044. In one embodiment, the result of a wheel event
might be displayed in various other fashions than by rotating
a wheel and pointer relative to one another. For example, a
wheel might start with 8 segments. The segments may indi
cate credit awards or such might be indicated after the wheel
begins to spin. The segments might then collapse on one
another, with the credit values aggregating. For example, the
8 segments might first collapse into 4 segments and then 2 and
then a single segment. Once the wheel collapses to a single
segment bearing an aggregated credit value, that value would
represent the outcome of the wheel spin.
0045. It will be appreciated that the various features of the
invention could be applied to such an embedded or nested
wheel as well.

0046. In embodiment, a wheel event includes two wheels.
A first wheel has segments bearing numbers. A second wheel
is initially blank. The outcome of a spin of the first wheel
indicates a number of segments, such as 8. The second wheel
then opens into 8 segments bearing symbols designating
awards or awards. The player then spins the second wheel for
an outcome. In another embodiment, the second wheel has

segments indicating values and the outcome of the first wheel
spin increases one or more values by a multiplier. For
example, if the outcome of the spin of the first wheel is 3x,
then all of the award values of the second wheel, one or more

of the lowest values, or one or more of the highest values
might be increased by 3x their original value.
0047. As indicated above, there might be interaction
between two or more wheels, such as a displayed interaction
where an event on one wheel affects another wheel. In addi

tion, in another embodiment, there might be interaction
between a wheel event and another event, such as a displayed
base game event. For example, a base game event might
comprise a slot game or a displayed slot event representing a
bingo game outcome. A wheel event might comprise selec
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tion of a wheel outcome including one or more special sym
bols. In the event such a symbol is selected (such as by
spinning the wheel and stopping on a segment containing
Such a symbol), the symbol may appear to move to the base
game. For example, a gold coin might move from a displayed
wheel of a top box display downwardly and appear on a main
display showing slot reels. The gold coin might be displayed
as part of that game. Such as by displacing a symbol thereof to
serve as a wild symbol, a multiplier or the like.
0048 Various of the wheel configurations or features
might be combined in various configurations.
0049. As indicated, the various wheel features may be
implemented with various gaming machines and with various
games. For example, the wheel events or features could be
implemented as a primary game. For example, a player could
place a wager and then a wheel could be displayed. A random
number generator might select one of the segments or spaces
of the wheel and a video representation of the wheel could be
displayed wherein the wheel spins and stops at the selected
segment. The award corresponding to that segment could then
be awarded. The wheel events or features could also be imple
mented to display bonus outcomes. For example, one or more
outcomes or events of a base or main wagering game could
trigger a wheel feature or event. Such an event could be used
to generate the main game outcome or a bonus outcome in
addition to winnings of the main/base game. In a preferred
embodiment, the one or more wheel features may be used as
an entertaining display of all or a portion of the results of a
main game. For example, in one preferred embodiment, a
base game may comprise a bingo game. The results of such a
game may be displayed by a wheel event or feature of the
present invention.
0050. As one example, in a step S1 a player purchases a
bingo card or places a wager. As indicated above, such may
comprise a player providing a number of credits at a gaming
machine. This step might also comprise a player providing
monies to an operator. Relative to the game of bingo, a player
may be permitted to purchase bingo cards having different
values, such as “base' value cards (such as “one credit cards)
or higher value cards. Such as "max" value cards (purchased
for two or more credits). The particular purchase prices or
values of the cards may be determined by the operator.
0051 One or more bingo or game cards are assigned to the
player in a step S2. In one embodiment, a player might pur
chase two or more cards, and Such cards may be assigned to
the player. The game cards may be provided electronically.
For example, relative to the system illustrated in FIG.1, upon
a player placing a wager, the server 130 may assign a game
card to a player and transmit game card information to the
gaming machine 100 that the player is playing. This game
card may be displayed to the player at the gaming machine.
0052. The bingo or other game card may have various
configurations. Preferably, the game card bears numbers or
other designations. For example, the card might comprise a
bingo card having numbers arranged in a 5 by 5 grid (totaling
25 numbers arranged into five rows and five columns). The
numbers on the cards might comprise numbers selected from
the group of numbers 1-75, which numbers are randomly
assigned to the locations of the card. In some embodiments,
numbers from the group 1-15 are randomly selected for the 5
spots of the first column, numbers from the group 16-+are
randomly selected for the 5 spots of the second column, etc.
for each card. One card could have the numbers 1-75 may be
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associated with columns designated “B”“I”“N”“G” and “O'”
and balls or objects may be similarly marked (such as B5:
N42, etc.)
0053. In one embodiment, certain criteria may have to be
satisfied before a game can be initiated. For example, in a
bingo-type game, two or more players may be required before
a game can begin. Thus, two or more players may be required
to purchase game cards or place wagers before the game
begins.
0054 When the game begins, one or more objects which
are similarly numbered or designated as the game cards are
drawn or selected, as in a step S3. In one embodiment, objects
may comprise bingo balls, either in electronic or physical
form, which are numbered with the numbers one to seventy
five (1-75). The balls or other objects may be physical objects
or may be electronically represented.
0055. In one embodiment, the objects may be selected in
one or more sets or “draws’. For example, in one embodiment
of a game, there is a first single ball draw of thirty (30)
numbers or designations which may be represented as balls.
In another embodiment, there is a first draw of one (1) number
or designation and then a second ball draw of twenty-nine
(29) numbers or designations.
0056. In the game of bingo, the numbers or other designa
tions associated with the objects are compared to the numbers
or designations on the cards to determine matches and poten
tial wins, as in a step S4. It is noted that the process of
matching may require input from the player (such as requir
ing a player to place a “daub button), and may be required
relative to each group or draw of numbers or designations (for
example, the player may be required to “daub' after a first
single numbers or designation is drawn and then again after
the 29 additional numbers or designations are drawn, relative
to the example ball draw indicated above). The comparison
may be accomplished automatically or manually. For
example, a player might select a “daub' button to affect the
gaming machine's marking of all matches of drawn or called
numbers or designations to those on each of their cards. In
other embodiments, such might occur automatically or the
player might be required to mark each match.
0057. In one embodiment, one or more predetermined
game outcomes are determined to be winning outcomes. In a
game of bingo, the winning outcomes may be particular pat
terns of matches of the numbers or other designations on a
card, Such as a diagonal, horizontal or vertical line of player
numbers, an “X” pattern or the like. The one or more prede
termined winning combinations may have prizes associated
therewith, as in the step S4. One or more winning combina
tions may be deemed 'game ending patterns in that once
received, they cause the game to terminate or bring the game
to an end, as in a step S5 (the other winning outcomes may be
termed “interim’ winning outcomes or patterns, since they
result in win to the player, but do not end the game). As part
of the determination of winning outcomes, associated prizes
may be awarded.
0.058 Thus, during the course of game play, one or more
players may receive interim winning outcomes based upon
matches of their card(s) to the one or more initial ball draws.
In addition, one or more players might receive the game
ending pattern based upon the one or more initial ball draws.
As indicated, one or more additional balls may be drawn until
a game-ending pattern is received.
0059. In one embodiment of the invention, one or more
awards are associated with the designated winning outcomes.
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In a preferred embodiment, one or more of the awards are
represented via a wheel feature. For example, a bingo game
outcome might comprise a win of 1000 credits. A wheel may
then be displayed on a video display of the bingo game
machine. The wheel may have one or more of the features
described above. The outcome of the wheel feature or event

may be predetermined to be a display of an award of 1000
credits, and thus comprise a display of the amount won play
ing the bingo game. For example, the wheel event might
comprise a spin of a wheel having segments bearing various
awards, such as 50, 500, 1000, 2000, etc. The outcome of the

wheel spin might comprise selection of the “1000 credits
Space.

0060. The wheel feature might be used as a bonus event
display of Such a predetermined outcome. For example, a
bingo game outcome may have as its primary representation
a slot game wherein various slot symbols are displayed. In the
event one or more particular symbols are displayed, a wheel
“bonus' may be activated. For example, the slot symbols may
include “wheel bonus’ symbols. The slot display may include
five reels of symbols arranged in 3 columns. If a wheel bonus
symbol appeared anywhere in the first, third and fifth column,
the “wheel bonus’ might be triggered. That wheel bonus
might result in an outcome corresponding to the bingo game
win (such as a 1000 credit award).
0061. One example of an implementation of the game will
now be described. In one embodiment, the invention may be
implemented as a bingo game. In such a game, players may
purchase one or more bingo cards. Of course, the format of
the bingo card, including the number of player numbers, may
vary. The card might be a traditional card of 5 columns each
associated with the letters B-I-N-G-O, each column having 5
numbers. As indicated above, in one embodiment, the game
preferably does not begin until at least two players purchase
cards. However, after the game begins, those same players
may purchase additional cards or other players may enter the
game by purchasing one or more cards.
0062 Once the game begins, bingo balls which are simi
larly numbered to the cards are selected. The bingo balls are
preferably randomly selected, such as by a game server, by a
bingo ball blower or the like. As indicated above, one or more
bingo balls may be selected in one or more groups.
0063. Matches of bingo numbers to the player's bingo card
may be indicated (such a step may be performed automati
cally or may be accomplished by the player, Such as by
daubing the matches or requesting that a gaming machine
daub the matches). Prizes may be awarded for any winning
outcomes. For example, a prize may be awarded for matching
the numbers at two of the corners of the bingo card. Such a
winning outcome might comprise an interim winning out
come, whereby the game continues on until a game winning
outcome is received. As the game proceeds, additional bingo
balls may be drawn and called for matching to the bingo cards
which are active in the game.
0064. The player may be awarded winnings for the “two
corners' winning outcome. As one example, this award might
comprise an award of 100 credits. The award may be repre
sented by a base slot game. This game might include the
spinning of reels of symbols. A result of a spin of the symbols
might comprise symbols representing 50 credits and a wheel
spin. The slot game representation might be presented on a
main game display. The wheel might be shown on a second
ary video display, Such as in a top box above the gaming
machine. The player might be prompted via the main display

to spin the wheel. Upon input, the wheel might spin. The
wheel event preferably results in a displayed award of 50
credits. In this manner, the combined results of the main slot

representation and the secondary wheel representation com
prises 100 credits. In this manner, these representations con
vey to the player their 100 credit bingo win via a sequence of
entertaining non-bingo events.
0065 Of course, the above represent examples of bingo
games and examples of wheel features that may be used with
those games. The wheel events or features could be used with
other games, including bingo games of other types.
0066. When the game is presented via a gaming machine,
such as by the system illustrated in FIG. 1, various of the steps
of the invention may be performed by the gaming machine
and/or server. For example, the game server may be config
ured to generate game cards, randomly select balls or game
numbers, track and display matches of game numbers to
game cards, and confirm whether a player's eligibility for a
win. In Such a configuration, steps of the game might be
implemented via machine readable code which is stored at a
memory of the gaming machine and executed by the control
ler of the gaming machine.
0067. In accordance with the invention, numerous advan
tages are realized. Most importantly, new and exciting wheel
features or events are described. When used in conjunction
with a wagering gaming machine or wagering game, these
wheel features or events are enticing to players. This has been
found to result in greater levels of player play of the games.
0068. It will be understood that the above described
arrangements of apparatus and the method there from are
merely illustrative of applications of the principles of this
invention and many other embodiments and modifications
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention as defined in the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A wheel event for a wagering game comprising the steps
of:

displaying a plurality of wheels each having a plurality of
segments having associated awards;
accepting selection of one of said plurality of wheels by a
player,
initiating a wheel segment selection event relative to said
selected wheel; and

displaying a selected segment and its associated award.
2. Abingo game comprising the steps of
accepting a bingo card purchase from at least two players;
assigning at least one bingo card bearing numbers or other
designations associated therewith to each player,
drawing at least one first set of bingo balls having associ
ated numbers or designations and comparing said bingo
balls to said numbers or designations associated with
said bingo cards;
determining if said comparing results in at least one des
ignated winning outcome for said bingo game and, if so,
awarding an award to said player in accordance with a
pay table, said pay table defining awards for winning
outcomes of said game; and
displaying a wheel event comprising the selection of at
least one segment of a wheel resulting in a displayed
award of a winning outcome corresponding to said pay
table in the event of at least one winning outcome of said
game.

